
"THE BLACKMAIL BUSINESS", Part One
Part One
by Sherman H. Skolnick 9/27/02

What really makes the world go round? What is the key factor in foreign relations? What
is the important consideration for the aristocracy in deciding who, if anyone, is to run for
high office? What is it that the liars and whores of the press do not like to publicly
discuss?

If you are that rare person, an independent thinker, somehow not already brainwashed,
you guessed it! The Blackmail Business. A potential candidate for high position must first
of all, be blackmailable. So that if he or she were to ever later have an independent
thought cross their mind, the Establishment, the Ruling Class, "the powers that be",
whatever you call THEM, could pull on the chain and discredit and silence their chosen
stooge.

One of the most significant investigative journalists of the 20th Century was George
Seldes. Fortunately for those who like to read his works, Seldes lived to be over 100
years old. One of his books, originally out in 1935, was "Sawdust Caesar---The Untold
Story of Mussolini and Fascism", at a time when, unlike now, there were numerous more
independent book publishers.

In telling about the iron fist way of ruling, Seldes told how the New York Times printed
monstrous lies by way of promoting and whitewashing Mussolini, dictator of Italy. Joining
with the New York Times in sanitizing Mussolini, called "Il Duce", was British
Intelligence, according to Seldes. Because Seldes exposed this major U.S. newspaper,
the New York Times vowed to never mention him in their publication.

[On a lesser level, the Chicago Tribune vows never to mention me anymore. Why? The
Tribune is angered how I finger their criminaltiy, going all the way back to Al Capone.
"Scar Face" in 1930 was hired by the Tribune as a supposed "labor consultant", to
terrorize Tribune workers on strike. Likewise in 1986, the Tribune used mafia goons,
with attack dogs, to rip the workers away from their machines in a looming strike. We
were about the only ones daring to mention this. Scroll down our website for a related
story about the Tribune.]

[Our weekly non-commercial public access Cable TV program at times out-pulls the
Tribune's Channel 9, WGN-TV, causing them to lose ad-bucks. Also the Tribune got
plenty sore when our tv program spotlighted their highest paid columnist, John Kass, as
a reputed blackmailer in with the Mob, similar to the Tribune's Mob-linked star reporter,
Jake Lingle, who was blown away about 1930.]

In his book mentioning his early years, George Seldes tells how he worked for a
newspaper. His editor ordered him to go and dig up a scandal on a local department
store. In coming back to the office, Seldes was ordered by the editor to type up two
carbon copies of his story. He found out later that the newspaper advertising manager
took one of those carbon copies and visited the bosses of the store. Seldes' proposed



story was used to strong-arm a lucrative advertising contract out of the store owners. Of
course, Seldes' factual story, scandalizing the store, was never published.

[Incident mentioned in "Tell the Truth and Run" by George Seldes. His life's work he
detailed in "Witness to a Century---Encounters With the Noted, the Notorious, and the
Three Sobs" was written when Seldes was just short of 100 years old.]

Some years ago, NBC Television network's outlet in Chicago, Channel 5, WMAQ-TV,
was sore that Sears Roebuck & Co. changed their advertising policy. Headquartered in
Chicago, Sears decided to cut back on TV ads and do more print ads. To motivate
Sears to resume television ads, Channel 5's so-called "investigative team" put together
a series on the tube. They showed that Sears reportedly used their security personnel to
mistreat people, many apparently Afro-American. Sears got the message. They
resumed tv ads on Channel 5.

Likewise, Wal-Mart had a policy to use few, if any, television commercials. One of the
television networks set about to correct this. The electronic blackmailers told a little bit,
not too much, how Wal-Mart strangles and destroys local business. And how in one part
of the nation, some local people started a campaign against Wal-Mart. The discount
monster, headquartered in Arkansas and reportedly started with Rockefeller secret
funding, and relying on cheap if not slave labor from Red China, relented and began
some tv ads.

[Numerous related details in our website series "Wal-Mart and the Red Chinese Secret
Police".] Starting long before Internet became popular, and the advent of public access
Cable TV, we used a group of phones to play a recorded message of our work. A food
store chain in the Chicago-area has been "Dominick's Finer Foods", originally owned
reportedly by Cleveland-based mobsters. We interviewed a close relative of the family
members who then owned the food chain. On tape, he told how CBS's Chicago outlet,
Channel 2, WBBM-TV, blackmailed them to force them to sign a highly profitable
advertising contract.

Channel 2's so-called "reporters" in one outlet of the then 68-store Dominick's chain,
found one package of mis-labeled meat. On their evening news, Channel 2 trumpeted
this as if they had uncovered a massive fraud. They even told how they reported this to
the U.S. Attorney in Chicago (not mentioning that office is most always headed by a
highly-politicized, most always corrupt office holder fingering weaklings not major
corporate criminals).

On tape, we confronted the head of CBS's Broadcast Division. He alleged he would look
into this situation of one package of ground meat erroneously labeled. He was angered
when I mentioned that shaking down stores for advertising contracts is a long-time
historical policy in the mass media. He told me he is not going to inquire into any
historical policy of the press.

Like the Chicago Tribune, CBS Network and their local outlet in Chicago, put me on their
s--t list. For example, in 2001 was published a book detailing how I as head of our
investigation and research group opened up the biggest judicial bribery scandal in U.S.



history, causing the downfall of Illinois' highest tribunal, the Illinois Supreme Court.
"Illinois Justice" by Kenneth Manaster.

Notice how CBS reacted. They were figuring maybe to run a few minutes locally and/or
on the network about the book. On the cover of the book is a picture of me talking to
John Paul Stevens, a lawyer appointed at the time of the 1969 scandal to present my
charges to a special state commission. He became thereby famous and ended up as
where he is at the time of this writing, Associate Justice on the U.S. Supreme Court. He
wrote a forward in the book, saying something good about me, a rare thing for a member
of the judiciary to do about a judge-buster like me.

BS more or less wanted me to agree to have them cut me off the picture. Nowadays,
they remove someone from a picture almost completely untraceable, by a digital
process, not as crude as taking a scissors and chopping me out. Of course, I could not
agree to such.

Then there is the outfit some call Canned Noodles News, stale squishy stuff, CNN. They
like to somehow persuade the War-Mongering Department to give CNN some exclusive
role in covering a war-like situation. With the escalating war-talk about invading Iraq,
CNN reportedly wanted to influence the Pentagon and the White House. But how?

So, early in September, 2002, CNN repeatedly announced for hours and hours, that
they were going to present that night, a documentary by Connie Chung. They said the
subject was going to be the role of the Bush Family in the Skull and Bones Secret
Society. CNN advertised that just about the time of my exclusive stories about how
George W. Bush was being blackmailed by certain doings by him, part of homosexual
satantic rituals, part of the way members are initiated in Skull and Bones in their window-
less building, called The Tomb, on the campus of Yale University.

The CNN program never went on the air. It apparently was cancelled. A question
remains, of course, whether the mere mention of such a controversial phantom program
was to extract and strong-arm some exclusive favors for CNN out of the Bush Family
War Department. [In the Illinois legislature, it is long-known they introduce phantom
legislation, called "Fetcher Bills", designed to extract blackmail money by threatening to
proceed to pass such laws damaging some industry or commercial group.]

[Visit our website series, "The Overthrow of the American Republic" particularly parts 14
through 17 inclusive.]

There certainly are other examples of media blackmailing. Also,visit our website story
"Buying A Media Job". And "Liars and Whores of the Press", how some reporters are
pushed to the top for covering up political assassinations, a form of blackmail.

Threatening to run a television program to dirty up someone of high position, some
stooge of the aristocracy like George W. Bush, is just another way of using a carbon
copy of a typed up story scandalizing a Department Store. George Seldes, as
mentioned, learned about this rotten procedure early in his journalistic career.



Over the years some radio stations had a group of good-hearted volunteers who
answered and wrote down consumer complaints during certain hours of the day. Such
as grievances that certain stores refused to properly give refunds for defective goods.
Such as certain businesses and stores charging much more than the already advertised
price of certain items. Such as complaints about shoddy merchandise not remedied by
certain merchants.

The volunteers in good faith made notes of the incoming consumer complaints and
turned them over, as they were instructed, to certain key employees of the radio station.
Here is what we found out later from some of the volunteers who began quietly inquiring
what was happening with the consumer complaints. Some advertising sales people at
the radio stations used the complaint data to urge various businesses to clean up their
images by contracting with the radio stations to run one minute commercials, at about
two hundred dollars per minute for each time the ad ran on the air. Those who did not
buy ads were given an implicit warning that the station may run a series on consumer
complaints, which, of course, never ran.

No one in government authority was interested in what some of the volunteers compiled.
Namely, the volunteers were misused to shakedown certain merchants to get radio
advertising by the radio stations threatening to scandalize such businesses.

More coming.... Stay tuned.

"THE BLACKMAIL BUSINESS",
Part Two
by Sherman H. Skolnick 4/23/03

DEVILS and INDEPENDENTS

There should be a course in college called "Blackmail 101", giving you the p rinciples of
the subject, a reality in a real world. In reading this, consider you have enrolled in the
same.

First things first. There are DEVILS. And who are they? To simplify, let us call them the
aristocracy, or a split faction of the same, or the R uling Class or ruling elite, or the
Establishment, or the "Powers-that-be", or just THEM. If you have no clue as to THEM,
then I, as your instructor, hereby send you back to read my website series, "The
Overthrow of the American Republic". IF you are to o busy to read the same, or not so
inclined, then I hereby unclick you from this website. That is, you have flunked out.
[Tending to be polite, I will NOT call you naive or a know-nothing.]

[1] Major and even minor powers, are inc! lined to be devils. For instance, France, which
more than two centuries ago, helped in repelling the British and aiding in founding this
nation, are not innocent babes. A study of history shows that France was more or less
x'd out of a real role in grab bing parts of the Mid-East, for imperialist and oil-soaked
reasons. A simple answer is that the Brits, historically enemies to French colonial
powers and other French aims, kept them out. The French sarcastically called them



"limeys" and the Brits hurle d insults against the "frogs". No, we have not forgotten about
Lebanon and a few other items of history.

[2] When it came to the era leading up to Persian Gulf War Two, the French demanded
a piece of the action. All the while, the American media, almost all pro-British, kept
insisting the U.S. wishes to invade Iraq "for the Iraqis own good, to free them from their
dictator Saddam". Left out, of course, is that the American CIA, to counter the
Communist Party of Iraq, installed S! addam Hussein, using him in the beginning, 1959,
to assist the American CIA's assassination squads. [United Press International's story
about secret background of Saddam, started circulating about the time of Gulf War Two-
-why were we not told THIS muc h earlier?]

[3] The FRENCH CIA has gathered substantial data for financial and other blackmail of
the U.S. A few examples===Members of the French secret political police infiltrated the
two or more plots to assassinate President John F. Kennedy. Such a s, the aborted plot,
two and a half weeks before Dallas, to murder JFK at a football game in Chicago. [Our
April, 1970 Chicago Federal District Court lawsuit on this subject, with eleven
documents, stolen from the U.S. National Archives, received almost no attention from
purported assassination researchers busy selling their own books lint-picking which way
the bullets went in Dealey Plaza.]

===The French CIA has a suppressed film, apparently never previously shown,
documenting t! he Dallas shooting of JFK from a storm sewer concealed on the railway
embankment. Newsfaker Dan Rather was standing in the shadows right near the railway
overpass, right near one of the military-style, triangulating fire, shooters. Covering up
political murders is a way to get to the top of the Ruling Class's spy-riddled
media.===The French secret political police have video tapes proving Daddy Bush was
in or near Paris, October, 1980, working his treasonous deal with Iranian mullahs, to
delay the rel ease of the 52 U.S. Embassy hostages, to wreck Jimmy Carter's bid for re-
election ---blocked was the GOP dreaded "October Surprise".

===The French have proof that TWA Flight 800, scheduled for Paris from New York,
was shot down by missiles from an Irania n submarine, bought from the former Soviets
and with a Russian mercenary crew. Among those who perished, were 60 French
nationals, eight of whom were part of an elite group of the French CIA. (Their team
leader, perhaps warned, re! fused to get onboard flight 800, and thus survived.) The
French hold back this data to blackmail the U.S. Justice Department from prosecuting 14
French nationals in the U.S. that were to be charged with stealing U.S. financial and
industrial secrets (th rough Chicago).

[4] With the apparent connivance of the French, aided by Moscow boss Putin, Saddam
Hussein has purportedly been concealed outside of Iraq. CBS Market Watch, their
website financial service also picked up by some CBS radio outlets, on 4/22 /3,
broadcast that unsubstantiated reports contend Saddam Hussein was in custody. Why
did CBS's boss, Viacom, want that story to run just briefly? Simple. For financial
speculation and blackmail. CBS bosses have been on the wrong side of stock index
gam bling. It helped CBS news gamblers, idle part of the day anyway, get out of their
wrong bets on the markets.



[5] The French, in an apparent reversal of position, will go along with U.S. plans to seize
Iraqi oil, considered the seco! nd most reserves on the planet, to act as collateral to
support the U.S. debt structure running out of control. In a secret deal, the French have
been promised about 30 per cent of the Iraqi "oil action", their cut of the stolen petroleum
treasure.

[6] A nd who are the INDEPENDENTS? Simple. Those without financial hang-ups
prevalent in the oil-soaked, spy-riddled monopoly press. A recent website series, called
Gatekeepers, as to CIA financing of much of the so-called "liberal" alternative media
outlets, like Pacifica Radio, the Nation Magazine, and such, shows there are very, very
few sizeable operations in the alternative media. [Scroll all the way down our website to
our story about CIA Fronts, financed by CIA-linked foundations, done through severa l
levels by way of deception.]So, in learning about the Blackmail Business, the major
enterprise on planet Earth, the forces are not the Devils versus the Angels but the Devils
versus the Independents. While this is happening, two! major Russian oil companies
have at the same time merged, making them the reputed fourth largest Big Oil on the
planet.

[7] More details of what the French have, ready, if they consider it necessary, to
blackmail the Bush White House

===Data tending to prove Daddy Bush was directly implicated in the plot to snuff out
President John F. Kennedy and afterwards, use Nazi war criminals, then resident in the
U.S., to assassinate upwards of 300 witnesses by way of cover-up. Others have
documented the Nazi pa st of the Bush Family, such as George W. Bush's grandfather,
Prescott S. Bush, Sr., helped install Adolf Hitler; such as the Nazi war criminals that
assisted George Herbert Walker Bush's rise to power.

===French television have, ready at any moment to be telecast, a two-hour
documentary, proving the Bush fraud in bribing DEMOCRATS in southern Florida to
stop the recount showing Gore was the winner and got the Electoral College vote over
and above Gore's nationwide popular plurali! ty of 600,000 votes. AND, how the five
majority on the U.S. Supreme Court were corrupted, to install Bush, Jr., as the occupant
and resident of the White House. To be candid, Gore is the duly elected BUT NOT
INAUGURATED PRESIDENT.

===The French have foll owed up on our exclusive story about the
pedophile/homosexual underground, showing George W. Bush, cavorting with his long-
time male sex-mate, is violating National Security, in that the Red Chinese Secret Police
are using such details to blackmail fina ncial, industrial, and yes, military secrets out of
Bush. [ Visit our website series, "The Overthrow of the American Republic".] In future
parts of this series, more to learn and understand about "The Blackmail Business". One
cynical type, off the recor d, asked if we would quickly aid him to blackmail his former
business partner. I guess he did not get the point that we should be considered among
the independents not among the devils.

Stay tuned.



"BIGGEST BRIBERY CARTEL EVER"
by Sherman H. Skolnick 12/17/05

Henry Crown Family, Jenner & Block, General Electric. and their criminal combine

In the beginning, it was a woman. She said that she was the major owner of what
became in 1919, Material Service Corporation. Henry Crown was just a very young man.
He stopped by her house, she later said, for sandwiches and cookies..

Yes, Crown later had ways of getting very lucrative street paviing contracts from "the city
fathers" in Chicago City Hall. Simple. The City Officials were "for sale". So, he "bought
them".[She told about in in a very lengthy recorded discussion.]

He ran her business in an integrated method. From sand-dump to the streets. He knew
how to exert "muscle". Many decades later we chatted with a sand-pile owner.

"I understand Crown's people were here during the night. I presume they parked a few
bodies. I don't look. I don't ask." He ended the talk with a worldly chuckle.

Some Europeans let over from World War Two were visiting Du Page County, just west
of Cook County and Chicago. They stopped to look at the old red brick clock tower, Du
Page County Courthouse.

Puzzled, they remarked, "So you have the Gestapo here now, huh? This is the color and
style of building they liked for their local headquarters at the time of Hitler."

To do their "civic duty", Material Service donated an abandoned toxic dump as the site
of the new Du Page Courthouse. After a few years, courthouse workers began suffering
an epidemic of strange debilitating ailments. The Liars and Whores of the Press took the
easy way out, proclaiming the cause as supposedly the reputed "mafia contractors"
having put in a cheapo ventllation system. Press fakers know it is personally unprofitable
if not also unhealthy to point an accusing finger at the Crowns.

In the 1960s, the woman claiming she was the true majority owner of Material Service
Corporation sued them in Cook County Cicuit Court, to force the firm to correct their
records. The Judge seemed to be siding with her and her daughter who kept track of
Henry Crown as his Secretary.

Mysterious forces worked to remove the Judge, or make him disappear, or make him
blotted out [take your pick of demise]. By the 1970s, the Crown Family had a 89% stake
in General Dynamics, the major war-monger, maker of submarines, tanks, and many
other weapons. Lester Crown became a top official of General Dynamics. But back in
the Windy City, Lester had a problem. The Chief Federal Hangman said Lester was
facing federal criminal indictment for his part in a bribery/extortion conspiracy involving
road paving contractors.



[We knew a lot about it. One of our secret team put together the evidence forcing the
Crowns to face the music.]

Lester had two choices (1) he could wait, get indicted and prosecuted and most likely
end up with a long prison term or (2) he could work an unholy deal with the Chicago
Chief Federal Prosecutor, in the past always concerned about a future career in private
lawyering as a "bagman" and "fixer".

[The current U.S. District Attorney in Chicago was brought in from New York. Many are
ready to believe Patrick J. Fitzgerald is different! than the Chicago-types that held that
job before him, that typically, historically, and politically were sooner or later "for sale".]

The Chicago-based law firm octopus, that most always got their way with the different
levels of government in the past, was Jenner & Block, reputed super "bagmen". In their
opinion, one event in particular is, for them, very "positive"; as to the other, they would
have to accept, it was extremely "negative".

Jenner & Block senior partner/manager, Albert Jenner, Jr., sat on the Warren
Commission, and helped proclaim that a lone assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald, assassi
nated President John F. Kennedy. Even though 85% of Americans do not accept the
finding, Jenner considered the Warren Commission conclusion as "positive" as for
Jenner.

In 1969, a Special Tribunal was empaneled to consider this writer's accusations that
several of the judges on the Illinois Supreme Court received bribes. Albert Jenner, Jr.,
defended the Chief Justice who was found guilty of impropriety and removed. It was
about the only case Chief Crook Jenner ever "lost". Cynically, perhaps, maybe the
massive publicity caused the Special Tribunal's panel to be "honest".

TRAIN ROBBER PROTECTED

The Henry Crown Family, by dirty tricks, seized control of the Rock Island Railroad, not
to run the railroad for the public good but to liquidate it for its asset value. As with other
bloody work for the Crowns, super-crooks Jenner & Block did not give a hoot about
damage to the public. Thousands became unemployed and many private businesses
went under. Aren't there laws against protecting train robbers?

Watch for Part 2. More about Jenner & Block, General Electric, and the criminal
combine.

Stay tuned.
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